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Field-induced domain interpenetration in tetragonal ferroelectric crystal
Abstract

Ferroelectric domain structures of a 〈001〉-oriented lead magnesium niobate–lead titanate tetragonal
crystal were examined under cyclic bipolar electric fields. Complex patterns of orthogonal domain strips were
found to emerge from a simple structure of parallel strips of 90°domains. Near the boundary between the two
orthogonal sets of the domain strips, domains were forced to intersect, creating charged domain walls at the
intersections. With continued electric cycling, direct impingement of individual domains resulted in domain
interpenetration and fine domain cells in the boundary region. Away from the boundary region, initial domain
walls were withdrawn and replaced by the walls along a different orientation, resulting in separate areas that
each contained a single set of parallel strips of domains. A model based on 180° domain switching is suggested
to explain interpenetration of the domains and the withdrawal of the original domain walls.
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Ferroelectric domain structures of a 具001典-oriented lead magnesium niobate–lead titanate tetragonal
crystal were examined under cyclic bipolar electric fields. Complex patterns of orthogonal domain
strips were found to emerge from a simple structure of parallel strips of 90° domains. Near the
boundary between the two orthogonal sets of the domain strips, domains were forced to intersect,
creating charged domain walls at the intersections. With continued electric cycling, direct
impingement of individual domains resulted in domain interpenetration and fine domain cells in the
boundary region. Away from the boundary region, initial domain walls were withdrawn and replaced
by the walls along a different orientation, resulting in separate areas that each contained a single set
of parallel strips of domains. A model based on 180° domain switching is suggested to explain
interpenetration of the domains and the withdrawal of the original domain walls. © 2004
American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1635970兴

I. INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric domains are the volumes in which there
exist homogeneous electrical polarizations in ferroelectrics.
As basic structural units, they play a key role in determining
dielectric, piezoelectric, and ferroelectric properties of
ferroelectrics. When a ferroelectric solid is subject to an external field, domains may respond to the applied field by
expansion of the domains with favorable polarization directions at the expense of those with unfavorable orientations
through domain wall movement. The wall movement can
contribute 40% to the dielectric constant in barium titanate
ceramics.1 In Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 – PbTiO3 共PMN–PT兲 and
Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 – PbTiO3 共PZN–PT兲 single crystals, ultrahigh piezoelectric properties were only found in multipledomain states resulting from 具001典 poling.2– 4
The polarization switching can cause a transformation of
the domain structure, leading to formation of complex domain patterns. The complex domain structures often consist
of zones with parallel domain strips. When those domains
approach each other, domain intersections may develop.5–9
As a result of the domain intersection, electric as well as
mechanical complications may arise in the ferroelectric response of a multidomained structure. To the electric behavior, the domain intersection carries excess electrical charges,
and thus provide a convenient path for charge injection,
which in turn may cause electric fatigue.7 To the mechanical
response, the intersection produces local lattice distortion,
which may result in changes in domain wall density8 or local
fracture.10,11
The domain intersections have been observed in asgrown single crystals,11–13 domain-engineered crystals,14,15
electric field cycled crystals,7,16 and polycrystalline
a兲
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ceramics.5,8,9 However, domain structures emerging from the
intersection are yet to be understood. In this study, domain
intersections were produced in a tetragonal ferroelectric crystal by cyclic bipolar electric fields. The crystal orientation
and field direction were selected so that the focus could be
made on intersections of those with in-plane polarizations
only. Under these conditions, one set of 90° domains was
found to penetrate into another set and eventually replace the
other set of domains. Crystallographic analysis indicated that
180° domain switching at the intersection could result in the
observed evolution of the domain structure.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A single crystal of 0.65PMN–0.35PT was grown with
the vertical Bridgman method, using a sealed platinum crucible by 共110兲 seeding. Specimens for optical microscopy
study of 6.0⫻3.0⫻0.8 mm3 with surfaces parallel to
pseudocubic 兵010其 planes were cut from the crystal according to predetermined orientations by x-ray Laue diffraction.
Two major surfaces of the specimens (6.0⫻3.0 mm2 ) were
polished with diamond paste down to near-mirror finish. In
order to remove residual stress caused by sample preparation, polished specimens were annealed at 300 °C for 3 h.
The specimens were then electroded by evaporating Au
to the two side surfaces of 6.0⫻0.8 mm2 . The Au film electrodes were then connected to a high voltage 共HV兲 power
supply comprised of a Tektronix CFG 253 function generator
and a Trek 610D HV amplifier. Cyclic sinusoidal electric
fields of 30 Hz were applied across the specimens along the
具100典 direction to trigger the domain switching. Domain
morphologies were examined with optical microscopy under
cross-polarized light, and the images were recorded with an
attached charge-coupled-device camera.
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FIG. 1. Initial domain structure in the annealed specimen of 0.65PMN–
0.35PT crystal.
FIG. 3. X-ray Laue diffraction pattern used to determine the in-plane orientations.

III. DOMAIN INTERPENETRATION
A. Original domain structure

Optical examination indicates that the annealed crystal
was occupied by several patches of regular parallel domain
strips. Figure 1 shows the typical domain structure of the
biggest patch, which expands over a major portion of the
crystal. The annealed crystal with such domain structures
was rechecked with both x-ray  –2 scan over 20° – 50° and
Laue diffraction. The results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The
appearance of (0k0)-type peaks and the absence of other
peaks in Fig. 2 confirmed that the major surface of the annealed specimen was parallel to the 兵010其 plane. The splitting
of the 共002兲 peak from the 共020兲 peak indicated a tetragonal
structure of the crystal specimen. In addition, the much
weaker intensity of the 共002兲 peak shows that c domains
with out-of-plane polarization occupied much less volume
than a domains with in-plane polarization. The recheck of
the annealed specimen with an x-ray Laue camera confirmed
the in-plane directions, as show in Fig. 3. The in-plane 具100典

and 具001典 directions are marked in Fig. 1, and all the images
shown in this article have the same orientation as Fig. 1.
Based on these results, the domains shown in Fig. 1 are 90°
domains with domain walls parallel to the 兵 101̄ 其 plane, perpendicular to the surface. These domains are a domains with
a ‘‘head-to-tail’’ configuration of their polarization vectors.
B. Domain interpenetration

A complex domain structure began to form after applications of a bipolar cyclic electric field to the specimen along
the 具100典 direction, the horizontal direction in all images
shown hence. One distinct feature of the domain structure
after electrical cycling was the appearance of many domain
zones, each containing parallel strips of 90° domains, as
shown in Fig. 4. The domain walls in these zones are orthogonal to those of the surrounding existing domains. Ac-

FIG. 4. Development of domain zones of 90° domain strips orthogonal to
the preexisting domain strips after bipolar electric fields for 36 000 cycles at
FIG. 2. X-ray diffraction indicates a 兵010其 surface plane, a tetragonal sym⫾4.0 kV/cm and 36 000 cycles at ⫾5.0 kV/cm.
metry, and a high volume fraction of a domains with in-plane polarization.
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cording to their orientation and the configuration of the applied electric field, these electric field cycling-induced
domains are believed to be a domains. The boundary between the domain zones had a bright contrast due to severe
elastic distortions at domain intersections.
Closer examination of the domain structure at the zone
boundary revealed the intersection of the domains 关Fig. 5共a兲兴
and interpenetration of domains 关Fig. 5共b兲兴. For clarity, we
label the thinner domains in the set of the domain strips
parallel to the original strips prior to application of the external field as D i and the thinner domains in the set of strips
perpendicular to D i as D a . 10,17 As can be seen clearly in Fig.
5共b兲, domains D a and D i lie in the same matrix domains 共the
wider domains in the image, which will be denoted as D m in
Fig. 6兲. Analysis in the sections below will show that domains D a and D i have polarization vectors along the horizontal direction and domains D m have the vector in the vertical direction. The two sets of domain strips are alternating
D i /D m and D a /D m domains, respectively. In the central part
of Fig. 5共a兲, a bright strip labeled D i , running from the
lower left to the upper right, impinges on several approaching domains. As pointed out by the bright triangles in the
image, several approaching domains had full contact with the
impinging domain. Simple geometrical analysis indicates
that the impinging domains and the approaching domains
must have antiparallel polarization directions. Therefore, the
segments of the domain wall in the full contact carry electrical charges.
Next to the full contact, there was a region marked by
five dark arrows in which impinging domains, D i , had a
faint contrast, making the original domain walls separate
those domains less distinguishable. Instead, the impinging
domains vaguely repeated dark/bright modulation of the approaching domains, suggesting that the impinging domains
might have been penetrated by the approaching domains. Indeed, complete interpenetration of the approaching domains
through impinging domains was found in Fig. 5共b兲, where
the interpenetration divided the crystal into domain cells
bounded on all four sides by domain walls. Behind the advancing front of the approaching domains and away from
these domain cells, the original domain walls disappeared
and the approaching domains replaced the original domains.
IV. DISCUSSION

Domains in ferroelectric crystals are formed to minimize
depolarization energy and elastic energy. When a ferroelectric crystal contains domains of multiple polarization vectors,
domains tend to assume tapered tips as they approach each
other to avoid direct contact, which increases both electric
and elastic energy of a ferroelectric crystal.8,18 This study has
shown that direct, full contact of domains can be produced
by applying cyclic bipolar electric fields. The contact may be
further extended into interpenetration of the nonparallel domain strips. Such a complex domain configuration at the intersection may be explained as follows.
Consider a tetragonal crystal that initially contains three
domains, a matrix domain, D m ; an impinging domain, D i ;
and an approaching domain, D a , as shown in Fig. 6共a兲. The

FIG. 5. Domain configurations near the zone boundary. 共a兲 Full contact of
orthogonal 90° domain strips is indicated by bright triangles. The faint
contrast in the impinging domain D i , pointed out by dark arrows, suggests
the domains have grown into the D i . 共b兲 Interpenetration of orthogonal 90°
domain strips. The approaching domains D a penetrate the impinging domains D i and short segments of D i are formed.
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FIG. 7. Nucleation of a domain zone with orthogonal domain strips around
an inclusion in an as-grown PMN–PT crystal.

matrix domain and the impinging domain represent the basic
repeating units in the domain structure in Fig. 1. The approaching domain may be nucleated at a heterogeneous microstructural site such as inclusions and pores resulting from
crystal growth process, microcracks generated during dicing
and polishing process,19 and the crystal/electrode
interfaces.20 As an example, Fig. 7 shows nucleation of domains around an inclusion particle in a PMN–PT crystal. In
order to minimize the elastic as well as electrostatic energy,
the approaching domain D a in Fig. 6共a兲 assumes a tapered
tip.18 The polarizations of all three domains are shown by the
arrows in Fig. 6共a兲. In the configuration of our tests, D m
would have a polarization vector in the vertical direction,
either upward or downward. D a and D i should have antiparallel polarization vectors in the horizontal direction. The assignment of the polarization directions in Fig. 6共a兲 can be
different as long as the walls are separating 90° domains
with the electrically neutral ‘‘head-to-tail’’ configuration. For
example, D m could have a polarization vector pointing
downward, if D a has a polarization vector pointing to the left
and D i has a vector to the right. However, this will not
change the physical picture described here. The evolution of
the domain configurations at the intersection shown in Fig.
6共a兲 would then follow a sequence schematically depicted in
Figs. 6共b兲– 6共e兲.
Under bipolar loading, the two half cycles of the applied
field tend to impact these domains differently. In the positive
half cycles, the field direction, denoted by the arrow between
Figs. 6共a兲 and 6共b兲, is parallel to the polarization vector of
D a . For the negative half cycles, the field becomes parallel
to the polarization of D i . Therefore, the positive half cycles
would facilitate the growth of the approaching domain and
we will focus on this to illustrate the steps in the growth
process. Similar analysis applies to the negative half cycles
when the polarization vectors of the domains involved are
reversed.

FIG. 6. Domain configurations at different stages of evolution. 共a兲 Initial
domain structure; 共b兲 the full contact of two intersecting domains; 共c兲 advance of the approach domain by the 180° domain switching; 共d兲 the outgrowth step; and 共e兲 the final withdrawal step.
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As D a grows, it will be blocked by D i . However, continued electric cycling would force D a to make full contact
with D i even though such configuration would generate elastic distortion and electrical charge.8,18 The result is the intersection of domains, D a and D i , as shown in Fig. 6共b兲, which
agrees well with the domain configuration marked by those
bright triangles in Fig. 5共a兲. Along the intersection, i.e., the
interface between D a and D i 共not D m ), is a 180° domain
wall segment since it separates domains with antiparallel polarization vectors. However, this segment tilts away from its
neutral position. For a 180° domain wall with a tilt angle ,
net electrical charges with a density of 2 P sin  are introduced at the domain wall.18 The tilt angle for the segment in
Fig. 6共b兲 is 45°, therefore, the charge density at this segment
is & P, where P is the polarization of the tetragonal crystal.
These charges are represented by ‘‘⫹’’ in the diagram.
For the domain D a to continue advancing, it is suggested
that 180° domain switching occur in the part of the impinging domain right next to the intersection. The domain switching would result in the growth of D a into D i , as illustrated in
Fig. 6共c兲. Note here that the charged wall segment in the last
step disappears and two curved charged segments are
formed. These two walls should be charged oppositely and
contain different total charges because they have different
tilting angles. D a is expected to resume a pointed tip to minimize the elastic energy. This diagram schematically depicts
the domain configuration indicated by the dark arrows in Fig.
5共a兲 where faint contrast was seen in the impinging domain.
The next step is the outgrowth of D a into D m , as illustrated in Fig. 6共d兲. The charges on the two wall segments
between D a and D i 共not D m ) would be redistributed. Again,
these two segments would maintain opposite charges but the
charge density would be the same, equal to & P. As a result,
part of the original domain walls between D i and D m would
disappear 共denoted by dotted lines兲 and the original long D i
would be cut into shorter segments. Between two adjacent
D a domains, cells completely enclosed by domain walls
would develop, as observed in Fig. 5共b兲. To complete the
evolution, the last step would be the withdrawal of D i , creating a zone with domain strips orthogonal to the existing
ones, as shown in Fig. 6共e兲. The coexistence of these domains, though in separate areas, would lead to the complex
domain structure observed in Fig. 4.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Direct observations of domain structures in a tetragonal
PMN–PT single crystal under cyclic bipolar electric field
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have shown that 90° domains with in-plane polarization vectors formed a full-contact intersection and interpentration as
nonparallel sets of domain strips approached each other.
While the intersection resulted in 180° domain wall segments that were electrically charged, the interpenetration of
the orthogonal domains created arrays of domain cells near
the boundary between two sets of the intersecting domain
strips. With subsequent electric cycling, domain zones with
one set of domain strips expanded at the expense of the initial domain zone. Based on experimental observations and
geometric analysis, the growth of the domain zones is suggested to take four steps, namely, full contact, 180° domain
switching, outgrowth, and final withdrawal/replacement.
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